a springboard for invasion of the North or the South, and the forces that controlled the state's portions of the Cumberland, Ohio, and Tennessee rivers would be well positioned to drive deep into enemy territory-a fact that Ulysses S. Grant demonstrated effectively with his seizure of Forts Henry and Donelson in February of 1862.
Historian and journalist Berry Craig explains in his new monograph that, in light of the aforementioned realities, Kentucky's pro-secession newspapers struggled mightily to lead their state out of the Union, often using humor, historical and literary references, and caustic personal attacks in an attempt to achieve their goal. Craig acknowledges that historians have written extensively about the Northern and Southern press during the Civil War, but he laments the dearth of scholarship focused on border state newspapers. He then declares his intention to help rectify this oversight by focusing on the state of Kentucky, explaining that a chief aim of his book is to analyze "how the Confederate press [in Kentucky] argued for secession rather than how it reported the news" (p. 8). Finally, he expresses the hope that his study will provide some insight into the age-old question of whether the press shapes public opinion or merely reflects it.
The author scoured a host of pro-secession as well as unionist Kentucky newspapers in pursuit of his objectives, and his opening chapter introduces the reader to some of the most influential publications on both sides of this divide. Although he engages a wide array of papers throughout the state, he focuses much of his attention on the two leading publications of Louisville, the state's most populous city: the pro-secession Louisville Daily Courier and the unionist Louisville Daily Journal. In many respects, the battles between these two papers and their editors closely resembled many others that raged across the state. However, Craig notes that, although the number of pro-secession and unionist papers was roughly equal in Kentucky during the secession crisis and the first months of the war, public sentiment continued to be overwhelmingly in favor of remaining in the Union during this period as well as for the duration of the conflict. Thus, it appears that, in significant ways, the Kentucky press neither shaped public opinion nor reflected it; the disproportionately large number of pro-secession papers in the state convinced few in the overwhelmingly unionist majority to abandon their views.
As the balance of Craig's book makes plain, Kentucky's pro-Southern press shifted its objectives and rhetoric in response to changing conditions. During the 1860 presidential election, many pro-Southern papers rejected secession and embraced John C. Breckinridge as the last best hope of the republic-a man who would preserve the Union and safeguard the liberties of all Americans. Immediately following the election, these papers frequently lamented Lincoln's victory while at the same time pronouncing it an insufficient reason for a state to leave the Union. Lincoln's anti-slavery views were anathema to them (and to most Kentuckians), as was the prospect of his administration using force to keep states in the Union against their will.
When South Carolina and the other Lower South states seceded, Kentucky's pro-Southern press shifted its approach to advocating for a "sovereignty convention" that they hoped would lead to the secession of their state. The formation of the Confederacy, along with the firing on Fort Sumter and Lincoln's subsequent requisition for militia troops, led some erstwhile unionist papers into the pro-secession fold and amplified calls for a Kentucky secession convention.
Unfolding events emboldened the pro-Southern press, and many papers went beyond promoting secession to advocating Kentucky's admission to the new Confederacy.
Significantly, Craig builds on the vital work of Charles B. Dew by illuminating the role of Southern secession commissioners in the movement to lead Kentucky out of the Union. By highlighting the efforts of men such as Alabamian (and Kentucky native) Stephen Foster Hale, Craig helps to demonstrate that secession was driven primarily by the desire to preserve slavery as the only viable guarantor of white supremacy. Kentucky's rebel press often echoed the racially-charged arguments of secession commissioners, hoping they would resonate with the state's sizable pro-slavery majority.
Kentucky's rebel press shifted its objectives and tactics again in light of political setbacks in 1861. When Kentucky's legislature declared neutrality between the belligerents in May of 1861, many rebel papers decried the move, characterizing it as a craven capitulation to a "Black Republican" conspiracy to force Kentucky to join the Union's war against the South. In June, unionist candidates captured nine of the state's ten congressional seats, and in August unionists won an overwhelming majority in the state legislature. Although many of Kentucky's proConfederate papers remained unaware of or, more likely, chose to ignore the state's staunch unionism, they could not escape the legislature's composition and inclinations. Fearing that the new legislature might attempt to lead Kentucky into the war on the North's side, the rebel press belatedly embraced neutrality as the best possible outcome for their cause.
The pro-Confederate press's strategy to embrace neutrality and peace in order to forestall Like any human endeavor, Craig's book is not without shortcomings, but they are relatively minor. The author inaccurately describes Lincoln's April 15, 1861 summons of state militia forces as a call for 75,000 "volunteer soldiers" (p. 78), and he misleadingly asserts that Lincoln "had not even been on the ballot in ten of the eleven future Confederate states" (p.106), suggesting that the states rather than local political parties printed and disseminated ballots to voters. In addition, some of Craig's claims about public opinion in Kentucky are strained and difficult if not impossible to support with available evidence. For example, although it may be true that the Breckinridge press's reaction to Lincoln's election "mirrored the views of almost all white Kentuckians" (p. 51), the author does not offer sufficient proof for this claim. Craig rightly acknowledges the difficulties in determining accurate readership levels for wartime papers, but a similar problem exists to an even greater extent in attempting to discern public opinion regarding political questions of the era. Finally, although the author makes it clear that he has no intention of focusing on the broad (and well-studied) question of press freedoms during the Civil War, a more extensive consideration of how a free press (or the lack thereof) in Kentucky related to the national landscape would have been welcome. In the final analysis, though, Craig's work ably fills a notable void in Civil War scholarship, and readers will enjoy his elegant and often amusing treatment of his subject. 
